
How to Give Good 

Talks 



Research is communication

Research is…



Why is Presentation Important?

✘ It makes a lasting impression, good or bad
✘ You will asked to present many times during your career

○ If you’re not asked to present, you’re probably not doing well in 
your job

✘ It can make people interested in your work (an ad to your paper)
✘ Good presentation is an inevitable step in your success

✘ You should treat every talk as a job interview talk
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When Do We Give Presentations?

✘ Conference talks
✘ Job interview talks
✘ Research funding proposals (Korea)
✘ Invited talks
✘ Pitches
✘ TEDx
✘ Class and lab presentations

✘ To convince and persuade others…
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For a Successful Talk, You Must

✘ Know your audience
✘ Set a goal for your talk
✘ Build a storyline
✘ Make a clear presentation
✘ Use slides as a visual aid
✘ Practice a lot. A lot
✘ Be confident
✘ Give a good performance
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Different Design for Different Talks

✘ Today I will focus on research talks
○ My suggestions may not apply to all talks (e.g., lectures)
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Every talk is all about





Who are the Audiences?

✘ Experts in your field (e.g., conference talk, research lab talk)
✘ Experts in your field AND people who understand computer science 

(e.g., faculty interview talk)
✘ General public
✘ Venture capitalists
✘ CEO, CTO, VP of your company
✘ Customers 
✘ Research proposal referee
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What If There are Mixture of Audiences?

✘ Who is the most important person in the audience?
○ Hiring manager
○ The person who makes purchase/funding decisions
○ Professor of your class
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You Must Have a Goal

✘ To get them excited to learn more about you and your work
✘ To make them read your paper
✘ To get feedback
✘ To find a collaborator
✘ To get a job offer
✘ To make them remember you
✘ To sell something
✘ To get funding
✘ To bring awareness
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Storytelling

✘ When you know your target audience and your goal, you should 
design your story accordingly

✘ It should be a story that your audience can relate to
✘ It should be a story that leads to your goal
✘ It need not exactly follow the paper

✘ You should know the story
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Four Parts of Your Story

✘ The beginning
✘ The meat (your idea)
✘ Take-home message
✘ Q&A
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Get their attention in less than 2 minutes

Why is it important? Why should I care?
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Common Premise: Grab Their Attention

✘ People being there doesn’t mean they care
○ Your enemy: emails, facebook, kakao, Instagram, etc.

✘ Be clear. Make it interesting. Something they can relate to
○ Again, know your audience
○ Use examples

✘ Be bold, controversial, but only if you can back it up
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Smart Homes that Monitor 
Breathing and Heart Rate

Fadel Adib

Hongzi Mao, Zach Kabelac, Dina Katabi, Rob Miller
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Ubiquitous Health & Comfort Monitoring

Can smart homes monitor and adapt to our 
breathing and heart rates?
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Can smart homes monitor and adapt to our 
breathing and heart rates?
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Can smart homes monitor and adapt to our 
breathing and heart rates?

Personal Health Baby  Sleep Elderly Health
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Adapt Lighting and Music to Mood



But: today’s technologies for monitoring vital 
signs are cumbersome

Breath Monitoring Heart Rate Monitoring

Not suitable for elderly & babies



Can we monitor breathing and heart 
rate from a distance?
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Vital-Radio

• Technology that monitors breathing and heart rate remotely 
with 97% accuracy

• Can monitor multiple users simultaneously

• Operates through walls and can cover multiple rooms
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Idea, Your Meat (or Tofu)

✘ Focus on the intuition and high level approach

✘ Never go into details; they’ll read your paper if they want to know

✘ People know you worked really hard… but they’re not interested in 
gory details

✘ Use examples to convey your idea
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✘ What is one “take-home” message you want the audience to 
remember?

✘ It should not be “Thank You”

✘ This slide should be up during Q&A

Take-home message in the last slide 
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End on a Positive Note

✘ (impressive) demo video on the loop
✘ Call for action
✘ Recap
✘ End on a positive note

✘ Listing future work highlights the limitation of your work
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NMSL utilizes expertise in mobile computing, network 
systems, human computer interactions, and machine 
learning to build innovative services & applications

https://nmsl.kaist.ac.kr

profsj@kaist.ac.kr



✘ Always leave time for questions

✘ Opportunity to connect

✘ It means they care!

✘ Poor Q&A will ruin a good presentation

Enjoy the questions! (and take them seriously)
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Some tips on handling questions

✘ Repeat the question
○ Verifies you understood the question
○ Informs the audience what the question is
○ Provides time for you to think about the answer

✘ Don’t be defensive or annoyed
✘ It’s ok to say “I don’t know”: follow up after you find the answer

✘ Q&A session vs during the presentation
○ Moderate if needed
○ Always be polite
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✘ You, the speaker, must be the center of attention

✘ You should not compete with the slides; don’t let it be a distraction
• People can’t read and listen at the same time
• Never, ever have too much text
• Slides are an outline, not a transcript
• Your paper should be self-contained; your slides shouldn’t

Slides are the visual aid to the speaker
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✘ Slides must be neat, simple and clear 

✘ Use images that are relevant

✘ Only important part of the story should be in the slides 
Everything in your slide must be important

Uses Slides for Effective Communication
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Humans process images 60,000x faster than words

We recall information presented as images 6x more easily than text
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✘ Be clear

✘ No surprises

✘ Say why before what

✘ Explain everything

✘ Use meaningful slide titles

The audience prefers not to think
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✘ Something a newspaper writer can use 

Come up with a phrase everyone can remember



Result Graphs Must Be Self-Contained

✘ Show only important graphs, not all graphs in the paper
✘ What are x- and y-axis? What are their units?
✘ The title should have the point of the result
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Showing a Video is Effective If Done Right

✘ It’s a good demonstration
✘ People like to watch videos

✘ Must be relevant
✘ Don’t make it too long
✘ Play the muted video, and you should explain it live
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✘ No outlines (but section/transition slides are good) 
✘ No related work (but be prepared to discuss it)
✘ No technical details (but in backup slides)
✘ Never use tables if you can show graphs
✘ No typos/errors 
✘ Be consistent
✘ Number your slides
✘ Don’t use light color fonts on white background

Trivial yet important details on slides
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The Delivery





energy, enthusiasm & passion



Body language is mighty important

Posture

Eye-contact

Hand location

Facial expression

Body movement
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✘ Don’t forget to breathe

✘ Talk slow

✘ Give audience time to react

✘ Learn the power of pause

Never talk too fast
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Use humor… if you have it

✘ People enjoy humor

✘ Use it if it’s relevant to the content

✘ Don’t offend certain groups of people

✘ Don’t force it… and don’t try to explain it
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Did I mention Practice? Practice!

✘ Record your practice and watch it
○ It will be an awkward and horrible experience
○ But it will make you a better presenter
○ Watch it without sound
○ Listen to it without the picture

✘ If possible, practice at the same venue of your talk
✘ When receiving feedback, the audience is always right
✘ Go through many iterations
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✘ Marta Kagan, “What would Steve do? - 10 lessons from the world’s most 
captivating presenters”

✘ SlideComet, “How to create presentation slides that are out of this world”

✘ Simon Peyton Jones, “How to give a great research talk”

✘ Kayvon Fatahalian, “Tips for giving clear talks”

✘ Arnaud Legout, “How to give a good talk”

Credit
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It’s more than a presentation. It’s a performance



Multi-resolution talks

✘ For your research, you should have multi-resolution talks
○ 30 seconds (an elevator pitch) 
○ 5 minutes (a cab ride pitch) 
○ 20 minutes (a conference talk) 
○ 1 hour (an invited talk, job interview talk)
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Your Presentations (No Q&A)

✘ 5-minute talk: Oct 30 & Nov 1
○ Cab ride pitch
○ Clearly define and motivate the problem
○ Pitch a very high level solution approach
○ Show key result & contribution
○ 2-3 slides 

✘ 1-minute talk: Nov 20
○ Elevator pitch
○ No slide or 1-slide
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5-minute Talk Schedule

✘ October 30
구현진
류혜원
윤소영
장우진
정현규
최윤서
박민성
유시현
김영훈
이정관
Maria
Clement
박지희
홍재민

✘ November 1
이한길
박예슬
오진영
이승주
남해진
조석철
김유진
박찬수
이녕우
이준석
이채린
이동민
허미나
현상원 54



We need smooth transition between speakers

✘ For this reason, we ask you to use Google Slides
✘ Provide a link to your slides on a spreadsheet we will create
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Summary & Advice

✘ Take every opportunity to present
✘ Give your best in every talk
✘ Be confident; you know something they don’t, and they’re here to 

learn from you
✘ Be clear; make it simple and easy for them to understand
✘ Be enthusiastic
✘ Learn from others’ talks
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